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Past research showed that larger packages and portions lead to overeating because consumers grossly underestimate size change. We show that this happens because people add instead of multiplying the changes in each of the three dimensions. Hence, a linearization of the estimation object (by decreasing the dimensionality of size change from 3D to 2D to 1D) and a linearization of the estimation process (by asking people to estimate each dimension) improve the accuracy of size estimations and nudge consumers towards healthier food choices.
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In response to mounting criticism that their offerings contribute to rising obesity rates, many fast food chains have added healthier options to their menus. While this menu expansion has been beneficial for consumers who tend to make healthier meal choices, its effect is far from ubiquitous. In fact, much of McDonald’s recent financial success is not attributed to new healthy menu additions, but rather to increased sales of more indulgent options like burgers and fries (Case 2006). With the increased availability of nutritious menu options, why have more consumers not swapped their french fries for salad? In this paper, we present evidence that for many consumers, the mere presence of such alternatives can, ironically, increase the consumption of the unhealthiest item on the menu.

Recent research suggests that individuals license themselves to indulge in temptations when they have previously acted in line with a long-term goal. This research suggests that when individuals focus on their progress towards a focal goal, it allows them to temporarily disengage from that goal to pursue indulgent alternatives (Fishbach and Dhar 2005). Related research on the licensing effect shows that prior virtuous behavior—or even intentions to act in such a manner—provides individuals with the rationale for activities and choices that are not in line with long-term goals (Khan and Dhar 2007). We extend this reasoning to suggest that when individuals have the opportunity to engage in a course of action that is consistent with healthy eating goals, the consideration of this option will satisfy the goal—at least temporarily—and, in turn, license them to indulge. Moreover, we suggest that this licensing effect does not merely result in the selection of a less healthy option, but rather the most indulgent option available.

Interestingly, the goal activation processes that underlie this behavior suggests an ironic effect of sorts at the individual level; namely that the effect will be accentuated for individuals who are high in self-control. Previous research has shown that individuals high in self-control have more accessible cognitions associated with the achievement of long-term goals compared to those low in self-control, thus demonstrating a greater focus on achieving important long-term objectives (Giner-Sorolla 2001). In addition, high self-control individuals are also likely to rely more heavily on cues that justify indulgent choices (Kivetz and Zheng 2006). Thus, we predict that the mere presence of a healthy item in a choice set is high, high self-control individuals pay of the items for individuals with high self-control compared to when the healthy option is not present. Importantly, we show that once healthy eating goals are fulfilled and perceived similarity among items in the choice set is high, high self-control individuals pay more attention to the most indulgent option in the choice set. Thus, we demonstrate that high self-control individuals increase the amount of attention paid to the most indulgent option in the choice set, explaining why the most indulgent option, rather than any indulgent option, is chosen.

The most obvious implication of these findings is that, despite the rush to offer healthier food alternatives, this trend may be doing little to alleviate the deeper societal issue of rising waistlines. Interestingly, while the waistlines of many consumers might be suffering as a result of the inclusion of healthier menu options, food retailers appear to be reaping substantial benefits. For instance, a recent consumer loyalty study ranks McDonald’s as the front-runner in the fast food category (Hein 2008). Typically low in the rankings, McDonald’s turnaround performance this year has been attributed, in part, to the inclusion of healthier alternatives that increase menu variety. Therefore, while the inclusion of healthy items is driving some consumers to make less optimal food choices, it appears to be increasing their satisfaction with food retailers and, perhaps, the choices themselves. Thus, an understanding of goal fulfillment processes is of substantial importance for understanding consumer behaviour at the individual level, as well as broader issues like the U.S. obesity epidemic.

Our second study replicated the findings of study 1 in two different, food-related contexts, specifically the selection of an entreé and the choice of a within-category packaged snack food. Study 3 provided direct evidence of goal activation/fulfillment as the underlying process. When the choice set did not include a healthy option, higher levels of self-control corresponded to faster response times to health-related words, indicating greater activation of these goals relative lower levels of self-control. Interestingly, when the choice set did include a healthy option, the response times to health-related words for high self-control individuals were slower, demonstrating less accessibility when the choice set includes a healthy option, compared to when the healthy option was not included. In other words, while high self-control individuals are better equipped to activate self-control in response to tempting stimuli, they are also highly susceptible to cues that reduce the threat imposed by tempting stimuli and, as such, are likely to fail in self-control efforts under some conditions.

Our final study provided additional support for our proposed goal activation process using a categorization approach to demonstrate vicarious goal fulfillment. Prior research (Rameshwar et al. 2001) shows that accessible health goals lead individuals to rate food items with different levels of healthfulness as less similar to one another, while individuals with less accessible health goals rate such items as more similar to one another. In study 4, we show that the presence of the healthy item increases the perceived similarity of the items for individuals with high self-control compared to when the healthy item is not present. Importantly, we show that once healthy eating goals are fulfilled and perceived similarity among items in the choice set is high, high self-control individuals pay more attention to the most indulgent option in the choice set. Thus, we demonstrate that high self-control individuals increase the amount of attention paid to the most indulgent option in the choice set, explaining why the most indulgent option, rather than any indulgent option, is chosen.

The most obvious implication of these findings is that, despite the rush to offer healthier food alternatives, this trend may be doing little to alleviate the deeper societal issue of rising waistlines.
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A hungry woman stands at a breakfast buffet deciding whether to consume an apple or a donut. Can she be nudged towards the apple simply by thinking about which option to reject, rather than which option to select? Laboratory studies provide support for this idea.

Decision strategy is the process used to make a choice: a rejection-based decision strategy occurs when the primary focus of the decision is on rejecting the undesired option(s) whereas a selection-based decision strategy occurs when the primary focus of the decision is on selecting the desired option. Prior research suggests that selection and rejection are not complementary strategies (e.g. Shafir, 1999). Of importance here is the finding that using a different decision strategy can lead to preference reversal in choice sets where one option has stronger positive attributes but also stronger negative attributes relative to another more neutral option. The positive information is weighted more heavily when using a selection-based decision strategy, but the negative information is given more attention when using a rejection-based decision strategy, resulting in the enriched option being both selected and rejected more frequently than the impoverished option.

We extend findings in this literature to the area of food decisions, improving our knowledge of the food and drink decision making process and providing a simple intervention to improve dietary choices. Specifically, we propose that unhealthy foods are often spontaneously construed as enriched options. A donut, for example, is very high in calories (a strong negative attribute) but tastes great (a strong positive attribute). An apple, on the other hand is, relatively more neutral. In support of this idea, Raghunathan, Naylor & Hoyer (2006) find that consumers rate unhealthy foods as more nutritious (i.e. vitamins have been added to the food; Doyon and Labrecque 2008) that is not relevant here. Enriched is used only as Shafir (1999) defines it, to refer to the option with more positive as well as more negative dimensions.

1The term “enriched” has a specific meaning within research on nutrition (i.e. vitamins have been added to the food; Doyon and Labrecque 2008) that is not relevant here. Enriched is used only as Shafir (1999) defines it, to refer to the option with more positive as well as more negative dimensions.

relatively healthier option. Selectors, on the other hand, will focus more attention on the positive attributes of the enriched option (e.g. the superior taste), leading them to consume it.

Shafir (1993) provides some early support for this proposition in his Problem 6 (p 551). Our research extends Shafir’s finding in numerous ways. First, in Shafir’s vignette, rejecters received supplementary information and were also artificially endowed with both options. To demonstrate that the results replicate in more natural situations, information about the choice options was held constant between selectors and rejecters in all our studies and only decision strategy differed. For example, Study 1a presented identical information about the healthiness and taste of two types of frozen dessert to all participants. Half the participants were then asked “which do you want to eat?” while the other half were simply asked “which do you not want to eat?” Consistent with the hypothesis, participants who chose by rejecting the dessert they did not want were significantly more likely to choose the healthier option. Study 1b replicated this result in a drink choice situation. Rejecters were significantly more likely to select the healthy option (mineral water) compared to selectors.

More importantly, Shafir’s participants were given explicit information about both health and taste attributes. In the real world, however, such overt information is often not readily available. Building on the “unhealthy=tasty intuition” (Raghunathan, Naylor & Hoyer 2006) we expect that participants, spontaneously inferring that unhealthy options will taste better, will both select and reject the unhealthy options more frequently. Results confirm this hypothesis. Study 2 demonstrates that using a rejection-based decision strategy leads to healthier food choices when only health information is provided. Participants were given a real choice between three types of cracker, varying in the degree of fat they contained. Compared to participants who chose by selection, participants who chose by rejection were significantly more likely to choose the healthiest cracker. Study 3 removed all explicit information about the options. Participants were shown a mock drink vending machine where the brand names of various drink options were visible, but no explicit health or taste information was presented. Once again, participants who chose by rejection were significantly more likely to choose the healthier option (bottled water) compared to participants who chose by selection. Additional analyses in studies 2 and 3 demonstrate that differences in beliefs about the relative taste of the options mediate the relationship between decision strategy and choice.

Study 4 extends the findings to a situation where actual dietary information could be analyzed to provide an objective reference point regarding the healthiness of the choice. Participants were presented with a take-out menu from Arby’s and asked to choose a meal for lunch that day by either selecting the items they wanted or rejecting the items they did not want. Rejecters made objectively healthier meal choices. For example, the total carbohydrate count in the meals chosen by rejecters was significantly higher than that of the meals chosen by selectors and the total grams of fat in the meals chosen by selectors was significantly higher than that in the meals chosen by rejecters.

In all the above studies, decision strategy was manipulated. While these demonstrate that consumers can be encouraged to adopt a rejection based decision strategy, leading to healthier choices, there is little understanding whether rejection-based decision making ever occurs spontaneously. Study 5 presented participants with a variety of choice situations and, using language meant to be as neutral as possible, asked participants to “indicate their decision”. Compared to those who used a selection-based decision strategy, participants who spontaneously reported using a rejection-based decision strategy were significantly more likely to...
choose frozen yogurt over ice cream, an apple over a donut and a medium size fast food meal over a large size.

Marketers of healthy food products could easily encourage the use of a rejection-based decision strategy through, for example, comparative advertising techniques and in-store decision aids, helping to nudge consumers to “have it their way—more healthily”—more apples, less donuts.
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Because large packages and portions lead to greater consumption, the trends towards supersized food portions and packages is considered one of the prime drivers of the obesity epidemic (Cutler et al. 2003; Nielen and Popkin 2003). Supersizing leads to overeating because people do not realize just how big these portions are. Therefore, improving people’s size estimations is essential to help consumers choose smaller, and healthier, portions sizes (Chandon and Wansink 2007). In this research, we examine how consumers estimate changes in package and portion size and what can be done to improve their estimations.

Research in psychophysics has shown that people’s estimations of object size follow an inelastic power function of its actual size (Estimated size=a*(Actual size)^b, where b<1), which means that people underestimate the magnitude of size changes (Stevens 1986). In previous research (Chandon and Ordabayeva 2009), we showed that size estimations are even less elastic when a package increases or decreases along all three dimensions (height, length, and width) rather than a single dimension in space (e.g., only in height). However, we still do not know why this happens.

As suggested by prior research (Raghurib 2007), we examine two potential causes of these psychophysical biases—information integration (i.e., incorrectly integrating dimensions) and information attention (i.e., ignoring some dimensions). We further hypothesize that the key problem is biased information integration caused by the reliance on an additive model of size change (vs. the correct multiplicative one). Specifically, we hypothesize that consumers add the increases in package dimensions instead of multiplying them. As a result, people think that a 26% increase in height, width, and length increases volume by 78% (26*26*26) when, in reality, it increases volume by 100%.

Our model leads to several testable hypotheses. First, it predicts that consumers accurately estimate size changes when they occur along a single spatial dimension but underestimate size changes when they occur along two dimensions, and even more so when they occur along three dimensions. Second, linearizing size changes by decreasing the dimensionality of changes from 3D to 2D to 1D reduces the underestimation bias and increases the preference for large packages and portions (when people prefer more food to less). Third, because it is an information integration and not an information attention bias, drawing attention to the fact that all three dimensions of a package change (i.e., by asking people to estimate the change in each of the three dimensions) does not reduce the underestimation bias or people’s size preferences. However, it is possible to improve people’s size change estimations by simply multiplying their (linear) estimations of the change in each of the three dimensions. We test these hypotheses in two studies.

In Study 1, we studied the effect of the two linearizing manipulations (dimensionality and decomposition estimation) on consumers’ size estimations for increasing packages. The participants saw pictures of four sizes of popcorn boxes which increased either in 1D, 2D or 3D (between-subjects). Participants were given the size and the price of the smallest box (A) and were asked to estimate the sizes and prices of the remaining three boxes. Participants in the decomposition estimation condition were also provided with the sizes of the dimensions of size A and were asked to estimate the dimensions of the remaining three boxes before providing their size estimations. As expected, we found that people underestimated the magnitude of supersizing (b=.63), and more so in 3D vs. 2D vs. 1D (b=.48, .65, .73, respectively). As expected, drawing attention to the fact that all three dimensions could be changing by asking people to estimate the size of each dimension did not improve their size estimations (b=.62) and did not reduce the effect of dimensionality (b=.50, .54, .70 in 3D, 2D and 1D conditions, respectively). All these results were also obtained when looking at willingness to pay, supporting our hypotheses. In addition, the additive model of information integration fit the data significantly better than the multiplicative model, suggesting that people do indeed add % changes instead of multiplying them.

In Study 2, we looked at increasing as well as decreasing package sizes, used real products (instead of pictures), and examined the effect of the two linearizing strategies on choice (and not just on size estimations and WTP). The participants saw four increasing or four decreasing sizes (between-subjects) of a rectangular candle and a cylindrical candy box displayed on the table. We manipulated the dimensionality of size change and decomposition between-subjects as in Study 1. In addition to size estimations and WTP, we asked the participants to indicate their preferred size for each product. We found that, for both supersizing and downsizing, decreasing the dimensionality of size change improved the accuracy of size estimations. Interestingly, we found that size estimations were steeper and more linear (and hence more accurate) for downsizing than for supersizing (b=.75 vs. .85 for supersizing vs. downsizing, respectively). As in Study 1, decomposition task did not improve size estimations or reduce the effect of dimensionality. Again, the additive model predicted size estimations better than the multiplicative model.

Study 2 also showed that decreasing the dimensionality of size change increased the preference for large sizes of both products (30% vs. 43% vs. 64% chose the largest two sizes in 3D, 2D, and 1D, respectively), as expected. However, the decomposition strategy increased the preference for large size of candies (from 30% to 46%) but decreased the preference for large sizes of candies (from 55% to 49%). This suggests that drawing attention to the three dimensions, although it did not improve people’s size estimations, activated more utilitarian goals and thus motivated people to choose larger (and cheaper) candy sizes but smaller (and healthier) candy sizes.

In a final study in progress, we are testing the conflicting predictions of the additive and multiplicative models when package dimensions change in opposite directions (e.g., the height of a cylinder increases, but its diameter decreases). This will allow us to test whether consumers can be fooled by downsized packages.
which appear bigger than they actually are (because the strong %
reduction in one dimension seems to be compensated by the %
increase in two other dimensions).

Understanding what drives the underestimation of size changes
should suggest effective strategies to improve consumers’ percep-
tions of supersized and downsized packages and portions. Our
findings suggest that packages that linearize the estimation problem
(by reducing the dimensionality of size change) should nudge
consumers toward healthier choices.
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